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Project Summary: 
 
Beacon Products’ representative, Mike Bay of Baylume, became 
involved with this project several years ago through a local 
landscape architect, McKenna Associates, in Northville MI.  Initial 
designs included traditional style pedestrian scale luminaires and 
decorative fluted poles. Recently, a new design team at Giffels-
Webster in Rochester Hills, MI was contracted to evaluate 
changing to energy efficient LED lighting.  Achieving comparable 
lighting levels was a key design criteria. The design team selected 
80W Direct LED units replacing 175w MH units to achieve the 
required lighting levels with a 60% reduction in energy.  
 
After design and engineering was completed, a demonstration was 
set up for all to evaluate both the daytime appearance as-well-as 
the night-time lighting performance.  The design teams, including 
city officials, were very excited about the product performance after 
seeing it illuminated.   
 
Currently, two phases with luminaires totaling over 100 have been 
installed on the several roadways.  The Township is very happy 
with the energy savings and the seeability of their new lighting 
system. 

 

 

Project Objectives: 

• Traditional Architectural Style 

• Improved safety 

• Uniformity of lighting  

• Energy efficiency 

• Low maintenance costs 

• Reasonable initial budget W/ 
payback 

 

Technology + Style  = “INSPIRED” Solutions 
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Product: 
Beacon Products, 
MEDITERRANEAN SERIES #T1/AC/LED80-
120/C1/H1/DIR5/LSP/BB, , ACRYLIC CLEAR LENS, CAGE 
"C1" , HOUSING "H1", 80W LED, 
DIRECT TYPE III DISTRIBUTION, & LIGHTNING SURGE 
PROTECTOR, With POLE and BASE  
#SHO5/S/14/5M/GFI/TN/BB 
 
 
 
EXPERIENCE MATTERS: 
Selecting a lighting manufacturer has never been so critical. 
Although LED technology will likely change the way we light 
our streets, few manufacturers have Beacon’s experience 
level with decorative post-top luminaires and poles as-well-
as solid state lighting. 
 

Beacon Products, with a 30+ year history of 

leadership in lighting and site furnishings, is the 

first domestic manufacturer to introduce the most 

comprehensive line of “Municipal-Grade” outdoor 

LED luminaires.  These luminaires are designed 

to be environmentally friendly, as well as 

performance driven with their light control and 

distribution optical systems. 


